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The purpose of this research rvas to test Deilaranrs proposal that

meditation facilitates a deautomatization of learned responses to

stinruli, opening the way for novel responses to those same stinuli.

Subjects were 36 nonmeditating university students and 80 volurteers

from the International lt'leditation and Student International l'{editation

Societies. They were given two tasks. In the first, a rnathenatical

judgment task, they were required to estimate the mean of a series of

numbers. In the second, a verbal learning activity, they were askecl

to learn lists of paired-associates. Both tasks \^iere presented such

that subjects formed a set regarding what was er.pected of them.

Following training, they were girren similar tasks wíth new stimuli. It

was predicted that meditators, especially the long-term neditators,

would deautomatize to a greater extent than nonrneditators, allowing them

to perform nore effectively on the nerv stinmlí. This prediction was not

srçported. It was conclucled that meditation seeûÌs to be a receptive

nxrde process, rvhile the tasks required active mode firnctioning. If this

is the case, then it is possible that meditation only influences

performances on receptive mode activities.
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Although the practice of meditation is firmly rooted in eastern

tradition and western religion, it is only recently that nost r{estern-

ers have become aware of it. In the l{est, the word meditation has

been used to refer to such a variety of different techniques that

there is considerable confusíon as to what the word signifies.

ïrree Forms of ltbditation

CHAPTER I

Introduction

Naranjo (lilaranjo Ç Ornstein, 1971) has attenpted to alleviate

this confusion by categorizing the numerolls techniques of neditation

into three forms: concentration techniques, rejection techniques, md

spontaneous self-erpression techniques. Concentration techniques are

those that enphasize mentally focussing on a specific object, idea or

sensation. An example of this form is Transcendental Ì'leditation, the

technique most frequently studied by western scientists. Transcendental

lvbditators are required to give their ful1 attention to the mental

repetition of a sound (rnantra) during two 20 minute periods each day.

Other concentration techniques less faniliar to western man make use of

a variety of meditation objects such as the cross, the Star of David,

the rose, &d the 1otus.

Naranjo's second forn, rejection techniques, is charactertzedby

the emphasis placed on the necessity of rejecting everything.from alvare-

ness. All thoughts, imaginings, feelings, etc., which enter conscious-

ness are considered distractions from the desired tranquility of a blank
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field of consciousness. Naranjcl considers the Japanese Zen technique

ca11ed Zazen (just sitting) close to a pure expression of this form

(l'laranjo $ Ornstein, 1971, pp. 82-BS) . zazen students are instructed

to eliminate all fantasies, thoughts, elpectations, etc., in order to

attain the enrptiness and irner silence of "just si1:ting."

spontaneous self-expression techniques, Naranjr¡ts third form,

are opposed to the first ttvo forru.ì in that one attends to whatever

spontaneously enters consciousness rather than focussing on a single

object, or attenpting to e1i:ninate all ideas from consciousness.

Fantansies, rvhich need to be suppressed in rejection techniques, may

here be taken as the object of meditation, yet there is no fixed medita-

tion object as there is in concentration techniques. Since one attends

to whatever images or fantasies arise w-ithin the field of consciousness,

all neditation of this type is individualistic. Each person develops

his ov¡n r:nique way accord.ing to his inner promptings. Shamanst tTances ,

interpreted by then as conrmrnication with the spirit world, and the

inspired visions of prophets are exanrples of this form of meditation

(Naranjo & Ornstein, 1971, pp. 96-112).

Transcendental Medítation, Zazen, and Shamans' trance states are

useful illustrations of the three forms of meditation because they

clearly emphasize the defining characteristics of their respective

forms. l4any techniques, horvever, emphasíze a mixture of these attri-
butes. An instance of this is a Theravadan practice (Naranjo fi Ornstein,

1977, p.10) which consists of rvatching the rising and falling of the

abdomen during respiration. As such, it is an exanrple of the



concentrative form of meditation techniques. However, the meditator

is also instructed to ack¡rorvledge anytìring else which enters his

field of consciousness by mentally nanr-ing it three times before

returning his awareness to the original object of neditation. The

entire meditation is thr-rs a mixture of the concentrative and the

spontaneous forrns.

Conmon Attribute

Despite the apparent disparity among techniques which enphasize

different behaviours, they all share an inportant cornmon attribute:

the deliberate cultivation of attention. The attitude or inner

required of, sought after, ild practised by the meditator is the same

regardless of the meditation object or "non-object." Naranjo (Naranjo

I Ornstein, 1971) thus defines meditation as "a practice in awareness

. in the capacity of giving up ourselves and being available to our

perceptions, in receptivity and in freedom from preconceptions necessary

to reception . ." (p.32). The fundamental importance of attention in

meditation practice is expressed by Kapleau (1965) in an anecdote about

Zen Master Ikkyu. The master y/as asked to write some maxims of the

highest wisdom a¡rd replied by writing 'Attention." Asled for nore, he

wrote "Attention. Attention." (In Ornstein, 1973, pp. Z3T-ZSB).

Rahula (1959) notes "It should be clearly borne in mind that whatever

the form of 'meditationr may be, the essential thing is mindfulness or

awareness (sati), attention or observation (anupassna)" (rn ornstein,

7973, p. 244).

Not only is attention of central inrportance to the neaning and

posture



practice of meditation but a certain kind of attention is required.

The particular attitude sought after and practised by the meditator

can be more readily understood when it is viewed within the framework

of the modes of hunan fi.u-rctioning.

l'{odes of Functioning

The idea that there are two general modes: a receptive, non-

verbal, a-rational, rrisuospatial mode; and an active, vertal,

rational, symbolic one, has been an integral part of htman tmderstand.-

ing for a very long time. Bogen (197s) points out that this duality
is reflected in the pre-Confucian Oriental concept of Yang and. Yin and

in Hindu philosophy as buddhi (intellect or raiional thought) and.

nanas (mind or integral thought). He also notes its existence in the

work of such psychologists as William James (differential ys. exist-

ential discrirrination), Hobbes (directed, purposeful vs. free,

unordered thinking), Pavlov (second vs. first signalling systems),

Freud (secondary process and primary process thinking), and Goldstein

(abstract reasoning vs. concrete, trrreflective attitudes).

The present author has noticed this idea reflected in nunerous

sources as rve11. Gellhorn and Kiely (1972) discuss the trophotropic

and ergotropic systems of autonomic-somatic integration. The first ís

associated with parasynpathetic activity, relaxation of the skeletal

nnrscles, increased synchrony of EEG (decreased cortical excitation)

and such behavioural conconritants as inactivity, s1eep, Ðd neditation.

The ergotropic system is associated with augmented sympathetic dis-

charges, desynchrony of EEG, and occurs during active thinking and

other forms of heightened arousal.
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Solley and l'{urphey (1960) describe two processes of al{areness.

Non-reflective consciousness is characterized by vivid awareness of

experience without the presence of thinking and interpreting. Atten-

tion is passive and experience is j¡mnediate. Reflective consciousness,

on the other hand, is associated with active planning and logical

thinking.

Austin (1971) refers to the tenrs convergers and divergers.

Divergers are people who do well on tests that require imaginativeness

and mental fluency. They tend to specialize in the arts. convergers

are people who do well on conventional IQ tests, are strong in analytic

reasoning and tend to specialize in the physical sciences. Austin's

dream reca11 study supported the contention that the intellectual

differences that discriminate convergers from divergers reflect a more

general difference in temperament.

There appears to be a general inhibition or repression arnong
convergers about the emotional and non-ratj-ona1, which reinforces
their capacity for '1ogica1 cbnstruction' at the expense of
'combinatory p1.ay.' These terms were coined by Einitein, who
considered combinatory pray a central feature of his productive
thought. (Austin, 1971, p. 59).

carl Jung in his forward to the I ching, the chinese book of

wisdom based on the Yin Yang princi-p1e, discusses two general ways of

thinking. one way, particularly emphasized by Ïfestern marr, centres

around the principle of causality and has fathered western science and

technology. The other way, best lcnown to the orientals, involves a

principle Jung cal1s synchronicity, a point of vierv diametrically

opposed to that of causality. While lvestern man lool<s for a sequential

chain of cause-effect 1inks, the orientals are preoccupied lvith the
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"picture of the moment," a configuration formed by chance events in the

moment of observation. lVestern nìan perceives himself as the outsider-

subject who actively sifts, weighs, collects and classifies the objects

around him in his search for causes. The Oriental mind perceives

itself as an integral part of the momentary situation, neither subject

nor object, but part of the whole (Jung, I}TZ).

Recently, the idea of two modes of conscior.¡sness has gained sone

popularity, or at least conscious consideration, as a result of the

trriting of such nÞn as Ornstein (rg7z, rgTs) and Deílsnan (1971), and. the

aburdant neurophysiological evidence for lateral brain specialization

(Bogen, !973; Levy q Trevarthen, 1976; I,lilner, I}TI). Bogen (1973) , a

neurologist involved in Roger sperry's research on the split brain,

srnrnarizes evidence from 18ó4 to the present time that suggests there is

a biological basis for two modes of organization. The left and right
hemispheres of the brain, although they receive the same input, process

the material differently, and often arrive at different results.

According to Bogen, various researchers have attempted to describe the

difference in such terns as: expressive vs. perceptive, linguistic as

opposed to visual and kinesthetic, .symbolic vs. visual and imaginative,

verbal vs. perceptual or non-verbal, discreet and selective vs. d.iffuse

and vague, linguistic vs. pre-verbal, slrnbolic and verbal vs. visuospatial,

and logical and ana]rytical vs. synthetic and perceptual. Bogen argues

very elegantry that the difference is not as simple as verbal vs. non-

verbal because both henúspheres have sorne language capabilities.

Rather, the difference lies in what each hemisphere does, àot only with

words, but with all input. The left hemisphere (in most right-handed
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people) seens to use its language capacity to make propositions. It
operates on its input in a rnore logica1, analytic, coÍrputerlike fashion.

The right hemisphere, on the other hand, seens to specialize in Gestalt

perception. It uses its language in a metaphorical manner to appose and

juxtapose ideas, to synthesize and relate, to write poetry rather than

prose, to sing rather than speak. Bogen thus ca1ls the left and right

npdes of organization propositional and appositional, respectively.

Since there is real1y no one word which aptly describes either

of the npdes, or the difference between them, Deilsnan's (1971) designa-

tion of ACTIVE for the more 1ogica1, manipulative, propositional left
hemispheric mode and RECEPTIVE for the perceptual, gestalt, a-rational

right hemispheric mode will be used during the rest of this paper.

Meditation as a Receptive libde Activity

Although there is no absolute proof that neditation belongs to the

receptive mode of functioning, this category seens to be the most

appropriate whether one consid.ers meditation as a state, a process, or

in terms of its effects. Spokesmen of numerous meditation disciplines

enphatically state that neditation is a suspension of the cognitive,

interpretive processes in a passive attenpt to remain in quiet

receptiveness. The fo11ow-ing passages are, in the author's opinion,

typical of these writings.

Akish-¡¡e (1968) discussing the Zen practice of nreditation on a

question or koan, states:

.one at first employs intellectual reasoning to deal with koan,
and then, growing conscious that logic may never help to solve it,
comes to keep j-t in mind as an objection of attention, and with
utmost efforts renders oneself to it, thus killing all the ideas
that may come up to consciousness. As a result of such extraordin-
ary and desperate efforts, one suddenly enters into a state of
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nind free fron partiality. In the (late) deep state, the
norrnal thinking process entirely ceases, and though sensorial
inpressions from the outer world are even as cleai as in a blur-
less ¡n-irror, there is no cognitive reaction to them inside
(pp. 4-s).

In the same fashion Kapleau (1965) says of zazen, A Buddhist form of
meditation:

For the ordinary man, whose mind is a checkerboard of crisscross-
ing reflections, opinions, and prejudices, bare attention isvirtually inpossible: his life is thus centred not in realityitself but in his ideas of it. By focussing the mind who11y ôn
e,ach object and every action, zaz,en strips it of extraneous
thoughts and a11or+s us to enter into a futt rapport with life.(In Ornstein, 1973, p. Z3B).

Owens (1975) says of zazen: ". the discrinrinating rnind (the

conscious nind) is quieted and the intuitive rnind (the unconscious) is

liberated and identifies with the r.rriversal Mind" (p. 156) .

Alan Watts , a Zen spokesrnan clairns: "lvfeditation is therefore the

art of suspending verbal and symbolic thinking for a time, somewhat as a

courteous audience will stop talking when a concert is about to begin"

(7974, p. 32) and again: "zen should tease us out of thought and leave

the mind like an open window instead of stained glass" (1957, p. 14).

Wise (1974), a Christian neditator, states: "This is the

suspension of judgrnent (the temporary suppression of the critical faculty)

. the setting aside of all preconceptions and biases, to let the

subject speak its truth to you r.u-rimpeded by you and your hangr_rps" (pp.

71, 72) .

Maharishi (1969), the founder of the Transcendental Meditation

movement, defines meditation as: ". turni.ng the attention inward

towards the subtler 1eve1s of a thought tlntil the nind transcends the

experience of the subtlest state of the thought and arrj-ves at the source



of thought" (p. a70).

These are the words of Gopi Krishna (1974), an Indian yogi-

scientist-philosopher: "The object of developing the practice of medi-

tation to the point where only one object remains as the focus of

attention, and all other flow is arrested, is to create a condition of

stillness in the mind so that the reality behind our thoughts, fancies,

passions, md desires becomes manifest" (p. S).

De Ropp (1968), a biochemisr and follower of Gurdjieff's (Sufi)

tradition, writes: ". . enter the silence as often as possible;

remain there for as long as possible. stop thoughtsl" and again: "The

legitimate road to the fourth room and the fifth lies through the silent
rvorld, the world of simple awareness, beyond words, beyond thoughts

(p. 7r).

Goldsmith (1974), founder of the Infinite Way Centre in Hawaii,

speaks of the need for intermittent periods of meditation in order to

experience ". the joy of conrm.u-rion with God. It is in this complete

stillness and respite from thinking that the Father takes over in our

experience" (p. 176).

Durand Kiefer (7974), r.v-riting about meditation on the physical

act of breathing, says: "rt is a special form of interoceptive exer-

cise that acts to divert self-conscious attention (se1f-consciousness)

from mental constructíons and images to simple physical or neural

proprioception. "

Meditation, then, would seem to be a form of practice in the kind

of concentration described by Naranjo (Naranjo I Ornstein, 1971):

Complete concentration, conrplete giving of our attention to some-
thing, reaches a point r^¡here we are, so to say, pure receptivity
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fi11ed by the object: not a screen or a mind where the object
is reflected, not an tf' that perceives, but a nothingness filled
by the contemplation; only the object exists, empathetically
perceived, as it were, from lv-ithin (p. 29).

Meditation, as a non-verba1, a-1ogica1, perceptual, receptive

activity seems to belong to tJre appositional, receptJ.ve mode of con-

sciousness. In fact, it has been indicated by Meyer (1971) as a suitable

tonic for those in whom the critical analytical type of thínking is

overdeveloped and j¡rterfering with other ft.rrctions such as feeling and

i¡rtuition.

The "active doing" mode of functioning is physiologically associ-

ated with various signs of arousal, including increased cardiac rate,

blood pressure, Ðd sweat secretion; desynchrony of the EEG, increased

skeletal muscle tone; and the elevation of certain hormones (Ge11horn Ç

Kiely, 7972). On the other hand, a relaxed, attentional, non-thinking,

receptive state is characterized by a reductíon in cardiac rate, blood

pressure, md sweat secretion; synchrony of EEG; and loss of skeletal

rulscle tone. The results of numerous physiological correlate studies

indicate that rcditation brings about the quiet receptive state as

opposed to the active doing state. Firstly, it results in synchrony of

EEG (Aicishige, 1968; Anand, Chhina, Q Singh, 1^96Ia; Banquet, 1973;

Kasamatsu, Okuma, Takenaka, Koga, Ideda, Q Sugíyarna, 7957; Kasamatsu Ç

Hirai, 1966; Pagano, Rose, Stivers, g Warrenburg, 1976; Schwartz, 1973;

Wa11ace, 1970). Secondly, it reduces heart rate (Anand et a1., 1961a;

Goyeche, Chihara, q Shimizu, 7972; Wa11ace, 1970). Thirdly, it reduces

blood pressure and has been used successfully in the treatment of hyper-

tension (Benson Ê l{a11ace, 1972; B1ackwe11, Hanenson, Bloomfield, Ë

Magenheim, 1975; Patel , 1975; Srniti'r, 1975; t{a11ace, Benson Q iVilson,
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1971). Fourthly, it reduces sweating (Schwartz, 1977; Wa11ace, 1970;

IVallace et al., 1971). And finally, it reduces stress reactions

(Goleman $ Schwartz, 1976; Orme-Johnson, 1973). Physiologically, nedi-

tation clearly fa11s into the receptive node.

There is one exception to this statement: Das and Gastaut (1955)

and Anand, Ch-hina, and Silgh (1961b) recorded high frequency electrocor-

tical activity during the neditation of highly experienced Indian Yogis

who reported achieving Samadhi during these sessions. Perhaps this

tremendously intense and rarely achieved state belongs to a different

pattern than that descriptive of the more conmonly experienced neditative

states.

There is some experimental evidence to support the contention

that the desired meditative attitude is one of open receptivity freed

of cognition. lt4aupin (1965) found that subjectst responses to an íntro-

ductory Zen neditation exercise were positively correlated with two

measures of "adaptive regression j¡r the service of the ego." Adaptive

regression was operationally defined as the anoi-int and degree of primary-

process thinking on the Rorschach, and the existence of visual jmagery

during free association. It thus referred to the abtl-:-ty to perceive

inner and outer experiences without the use of logic, realistic thinking,

or secondary, cognitive processes.

Lesh (1970) was interested in the relationship between the prac-

tice of meditation and trvo ski11s enrbodied in the capacíty for enrpathy:

accuracy in decoding affective corrrunication and openness to inner and

outer experience. The first skil1 was measured by an Affective Sensiti-

vity Sca1e, a situational test which consisted of identifying the
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feelings erpressed in video-taped client-cor¡nsellor interactions.

Openness was measured by Fitzgerard's Experience Inquiry which rvas

designed to tap schachtel's (1959) description of the person who is

open to inner and outer experience. The experimental group, which

was treated to four weeks of daily practice of an introductory zen

exercise, showed significantly greater ímprovement on the Affective

sensitivity scale than two non-neditating control gïoræs. A1so, the

meditating subjects' responses to the Zen exercise were positively

correlated with their scores on the Experience Inquiry, i.€., the

more proficient of the meditators received higher scores on a

measure of their openness to experience.

Osis, Bokert, ffid Carlson (Ig73) obtained self-reports on the

subjective meditation experiences of subjects practicing a variety

of meditation techniques and subnitted these reports to a factor

analysis. One of the five factors they found, "self-transcendence

and openness," included such items as: a feeling of oneness wherein

boundaries were dissolved, closeness with other neditators in the

group, and the experience of a melting or nerging with others.

Two independent research studies sttmbled onto an interesting

demonstration of meditationrs receptive mode alignment. schwartz

(1974) compared teachers of r.M. with non-meditating controls on two

standardized measures of creativity, the Barron-l{elsh Art Scale and a

battery devised by trvallace and Kogan. contrary to expectation, the

medltators performed consistently worse on the active problem-solving

sort of creativity and consistently better on the more free-associa-

tional measures. Schwartz concluded that T.M. seened to enhance "the
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gerlninal stages of creativity (that) a11ows for novel integratíons,

or gestalts, and creative ideas ." but that it may reduce ". the

expression of these ideas (which) often requires activity, excitement and

a good deal of rational and sequential thought" (p. 43). Sililarly,
Cowger (7973), comparing the creativity of Zazen meditators before and

after four rveeks of initl.al- dalLy practice, found that Zazen did not

affect individual creativity because the participants produced fewer

ideas with rvords after the meditation experience. In terms of creative

output, meditation seems to be aligned with the receptive node.

It would seem then that eastern meditation }4asters and western

e4perimenters are in agreenent that the special attitude required during

meditation is a suspension of the ordinary flow of thoughts, a non-

cognitive open receptivity to the object or "non-object" of the med.ita-

tion practice.

This non-cognitive open posture is very different from the

attitude nornnlly practised by western man. During most of our waking

life lve are highly selective, cognitive beings. In short, we favour

the active mode rather than the receptive one. The content of our

awareness at any given time is not a perfect mirror of some external

reality; rather, we selectively attend to the mfriad of stimuli

inpinging upon us (Bnrner, 7957; Ittelson S I(ilpatrick, 1951; Ke11y,

1955). Our sensory systems are not sensitive to the entire range of

stinnrli which we lcrow to exist, and even within the small range to

which we are capable of responding, we selectively linit our awareness

through such processes as sensory gating (Flernadez-Peon, 1956), attitude

(Hastorf Ê Cantril, 1954), set or er?ectancy (Bruner, 1957), habitua-
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tion to constancies (Grossman, 1967) and many others (Morgan Ç Kíng,

1956, pp.340-378). For example, the stimulus "rLlrì." is invariably per-

ceived by a literate English speaking adult as a rvord with a specific
meaning. He is highly r:nlike1y to appreciate the curyature of the

lines, to notice that the stimulus is almost sym.netrical, to perceive

it r^¡ith figure-ground reversed, or to process it in any nanner other

than on the basis of an English language cognitive set. The learned

association between the visual stimulus rrrlÍttr and the English word is
so strong that he perceives it as such, automaticarty. He is not

receptive to the stinn:1us as in neditation; he is involved in an active
cognitive process of efficiently extracting from the stimulus the bit
of information he has learned to consider releva¡t.

Deautomati zation

Normal awareness, then, is an active, selective process; medita-

tion is a passive, receptive one. This distinction 1ed to the fornmla-

tion of a theory by Deilcnan (19óJ, 1966, rgZr) who hypothesized that
neditation practì-ce consists of a degree of deautomatlzation of the

psychic structure that normally limit and select the objects of our

awareness. He referred to Hartmann's (1958, pp.gg-91) concept of
automatization which states that actions and perceptions frequently

repeated are eventualTy carried out ivithout the perceiverrs awareness

of the various steps he is taking. Deautomatization, then, is a

ons and perceptions. To return

the earlier example of "run", the literate English speaking person

not arways automatically perceive "rLtrl" as a word wíth a specific
meaning. He learned to nake this association over time, perhaps in the

to

did
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following manner. First he learned to recognize the alphabet through

frequent pairings of visual pr"sentations of letters with their
respective names and phonetic soi-u-rds. Cornbinations of letters (words)

were then presented to hin together rvith guidance in sounding out the

sequence. Eventtlally, after numerous visual presentations of letter
combi¡rations like "run" had been paired with the appropriate spoken

words, he learned to automatically recognize these stimuli as words.

Should this learned recognition be deautomatized in Deilsnan's sense,

that person would again be aware of sorting out the symbols and

integrating them in a particular rvay. He would also be freed to
visually organize the stirnulus in other ways since he would. not

automatically perceive a word. He would thus be less bound. to the most

stereotrped manner of perceiving the stimulus, ild consequently freed

to view it otherwise.

Deilcnan (1966) reasoned that meditation should result in a

deautonatization of psychic structures because:

it seems to constitute jr:st such a manipulation of attention as- is required to-proriuce deautomatizatioi. The percept receives
intense attention while the use of attention fðr abitract
categorization aad thought is explicitly prohibited. Since
automatization normally acconplishes the ïransfer of attention
!g a percept or action to aÈstract thought actively, the
neditation procedure exer-ts a force in thõ reverse direction.
cognition is inhibited in favour of perception; the activeintellectual style is replaced by a i".epti,re perceptual node.(p.zzr)

His theory was supported by the reported erperiences of subjects

during and after experimental meditation sessions (Deilcnan, 196j).

One subject, for example, reported an inability to visually organize

his perception of a familiar landscape. He could no longer see the
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patterning in it, nor could he impose a pattern on it. It appeared

that the normally automatic process of visual organization was dis-
rupted, resulting in a less stereotrped perception of an othen+ise

fanúliar landscape. Ðeiianan's theory was also supported by the East

rndian Professor of physics and yoga practitioner, Asrani (1969), who

claimed that the Buddhist method of lvli¡dfulness or Attentiveness

deautomatizes patterns that have become automatic. SirLilarly, onda

(1962), in a paper discussing the influences of Zen practice on

creativity, stated that Zen results in the ability to be puzzreð., to
question, to be surprised by that which rnary people take for granted.

The capacity to be surprised by the ordinary is another way of
expressing the deautornatization theory; that which is normally dealt

with automatically is re-invested with awareness so that it is perceived

as though for tJre first time.

IVniile research investigatirrg the effect of meditation on

deautomatization is sparse, there are a mmber of physiological correl-
ate studies which indirectly supported the theory by comparing the

degree to which meditators and non-neditators habituated to nunerous

repetitions of a stimulus. Normally, one is alert to a novel or

ulexpected stiniulus. However, after nrtrnerous repetitions of that
stinnrlus, one tends to view it with decreased interest, or if the

stimulus has been insignificant in the past, not to notice r-t at ar1

(Grossman, 1967, pp.64r-6s4). This phenomenon, termed habituation, is
a learned inhibition of sensory mechanisms. Anand, chhina, and singh

(1961a) studied the EEG patterns of Yogis who practiced a concentrative

meditation technique. The experinenters found that the Yogís did. not
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attend at all (there was no alpha blocking) to extraneous stinulation
during meditation. However, ivhen not neditating, they shorved no

habituation to constant repetitions of these stimuli, i.e., they

responded to each repetition of a stjmulus as though they were perceív-

ing it for the first time. Kasamatsu and Hirai (1966) found that Zen

neditators did not habituate (alpha blocking did not decrease) to a

repetiti-ve click stimulus during their neditation; each click was

responded to as though it had never occurred before. Yet the control

subjects, resting with eyes closed, presented the usual habituation

pattern. The neditators thus appeared to be reinvesting ar+areness into

that which would normally be automatically disregarded.

To recapitulate: eastern r^rritings and western experimental

observations both point to the conch¡sion that meditation requires an

abnormally open, passive, non-cognitive attitude. Drawing on this
idea, Deilanan hypothesized that meditation should result in a reinvest-

ment of awareness into actions, perceptions, etc., which had become

automatic. His hypothesis has received sorne support from his own

research and the formulations of various eastern th-inkers.

Purpose of Present Study

The purpose of the present investigation rvas to further examine

Deila'nants deautomatization theory. In order to test Deilman's hypothesis

about meditation, subjects h/ere assessed on tasks which required them

to reinvest awareness into learned behaviour which had become "sett or

automatic.

The tern "set" has been defined by Johnson (1972) as "a readiness

to make a specified response to a specific stimulus" (p.rsz). The term
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was previously used (cf. pp.14 and 15) to refer to the readiness of an

English speaking person to make a specified response to the stinmlus

"rul." The concept of set suggests that one's previous learning history
influences one's response toward a stimulus; hence, it refers to the

process of automatization (Hartnann, 1958). According to d.eautomatiza-

tion theory, the neditative process should. effect a d.egree of r:ndoing

of such cognitive stïuctures as set thereby allowing the neditator to
respond to a fanriliar stimulus as though he were perceiving it for the

first tine.

Furthermore, there is some suggestion that this deautomatization

process affects the meditator's behaviour beyond. the actual med.itation

session. Deilolan's previously mentioned. (1963) study reports deautonn-

tized behar¡iotrr both during and after experimental meditation sessions.

similarly, Anand et a1., (1961a) report an abnormal lack of habituation
to repetitive stimuli before meditation sessions. Research into the

effect of meditation on other aspects of hunan beha.riour demonstrate

changes that persist beyond the acþ,nl med.itation session. Exam^o1es

include personality (Hje11e, r9z4; seeman, Nidich, g Banta, rgTz), dnrg

use (Benson Ç i{allace, 7g72; shaffi, Lavery, Ê Jaffe, rg74), and per-

ception (Pe11êtier, 7974). consequently, it is possible that the

deautomatization effects of meditation on set also extend beyond the

neditation session. This possibility was exanined in the present study.

Hypotheses

The major hypothesis of this investigation was that neditation
would result in a deautomatization of the normal tendency to respond

(autonatically) to familiar stimuli on the basis of sets or expectations
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created by past experience. rn other words, it was expected that
meditators, having developed their capacity to reinvest awareness into
autornatized activities, would demonstrate less set-bound behaviour.

Furthernore, this phenomenon was expected. to increase as a f'nction of
the length of meditation history.

These hypotheses were tested in trvo situations: (1) a numerical

estimation task and (2) a verbal learning, negative transfer task using
paired associate 1ists. rn both tasks, subjects were initially presented

with certai¡r stimuli r:nti1 a response set lvas established to specified
criteria. A change was then introd.uced. into the task stirm-r1i, and the
subjectst responses to the change were measured.

Nunerical Estiiation Task

The ntunerical task was.created specifically for this study, and

originated fron research (Beach, 196g; Laestadius , rg70; peterson 
Ç

Beach, 7967) that has made use of probab lrity theory and statistics as

a framework within which to study ht¡nan statistical inference. subjects
are generally required to estimate such statistics as the means,

variances, correlations or proportions of samples and. populations, and

their estimations are then analyzeð. to determine whether or not they can

be accounted for by probability and. statistical theory. A similar
approach was used in the present study. Subjects r{ere presented with a

population of 100 mnnbers, one m¡.nber at a time, and weïe Tequired to
estimate the mean of the total population each time they were presented

with another nunber. As a result, they made 100 estimations of the
population nean' and each successive estimation was based on an increas-
ing amou:rt of infor¡nation about the nunbers comprising that population.
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The actual mean of the first 50 numbers presented was 9.0. After trial
50, the ntmber values increased such that the overall population mean

becane 10.5. The purpose of the first 50 stinulus nwnbers r{as to

create a response set in subjects as to the value of the population

mean. A response set was considered to be adequately established if
the 41st through 50th estimates of a subject had a standard deviation

less than 1.00. The required change in stimuli was introduced. through

an increase in the value of the nurbers. subjectsr response to this
change was their last 50 estimations of the population mean. In

accordance with the stated h¡potheses, it hras eryected that: (1)

neditators would respond more accurately than non-meditators after the

change in task materials, and (z) accuracy of the 51st through 100th

estimates would increase as a function of length of meditation history.
Verbal Learning Task

The verbal learning task was a paired-associate, negative t1ans-

fer, A-8, A-c paradigm, including the required D-E control list
(Kaus1er, 1974, p.222). The inítial stimuli presented to subjects were

the paired-associates comprising the A-B list. (An exanple would be

DA1''N-QUEH{) . A response set was considered established by those sub-

jects who demonstrated acquisition of these paírs to a ninimul criterion
of B0 per cent correct reca11. The change in stinruli was introd.uced

through the A-c list, in which new response nouns were paired with
preuious stinmlus nouns (for example, DAIIN-CABiN). Acquisition of this
nerv A-C list rvas then compared to acquisition of the control D-E líst.
The derived difference, tenned negative transfer, rvas consid.ered a

measure of the degree to which the learned set (A-B) was interfering
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with present learning. Negative transfer is defined by verbal learning

theorists as the decrement in learning of a second task due to the

learning of some prior task (Jtmg, 1968, p.79). since it was hypothe-

sized, in tJlis study, that meditators would be less bognd to respond

to familiar stimuli on the basis of their past leaïning history, it
was e)cpected that: (1) meditators would experience less negative

transfer than non-meditators, and (2) negative transfer rvould. vary

inversely with length of meditation history.

The necessity of specifying performance criteria in each task for
the establishment of a set resulted in an uneven rejection of subject

data over the two tasks. All subjects participated. in both tasks, but

due to failure to meet the set criterion, some subjects were not

included in the data artalysis of one task or the other.



Subjects

The subjects were i6 non-meditators, whose participation was a

requirement of the Introductory Psychology course at the University of
Manitoba, and 80 volLnteers from the International lrêditation and.

Student International lr{editation Societies. Twenty-nine of the volun-

teers had meditated regularly for an average of 35.5 months innnediately

prior to their participation in the study. They formed a grotp

labe11ed "seasoned meditators." Another 28 volunteers had meditated

regularly during the previous one to seven months, for an average of
3.4 months and were designated "new meditators." The renainíng 23

volunteers had erçressed an interest in meditation by attending an

introductory lecture at the Transcendental lrbditation Centre. They had

not actually practiced meditation prior to participation ín the study,

and formed the "interest" control groræ. It is possible that people

who are interested in meditation differ from the general population

quite independently of any changes effected by medítation practice. The

"interest" grotæ was i-ncluded to control for this possible source of
variation. The 36 introductory students r^/eïe non-meditators who claimed.

no particular interest in meditation. They forrned a second control
grotp. The sex, age, and educational backgrotrnd of the subjects were

noted, but difficulties in obtaining sufficient nunbers of subjects

prevented adequate control of these variables. The sex distribution and

average age in each of the groups is tabled in Appendix A.

CFIAPTER II
It{ethod
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The neditators obtained through the meditation societies had

all completed the basic Transcendental lvbdítation course which

introduces its students to the theory of ltfaharishi Mahesh Yogi and

instructs them in a specific meditation procedure. Meditators are

required to spend two, 20 ninute períods each day, seated with eyes

closed, attending to the mental repetition of a nantra. Each student

receives a specific ma¡rtra according to criteria unrevealed to initi-

ates.

All subjects participated in both e>çerímental tasks; however,

some of them failed to meet the above mentioned "established set"

criteria for one or both tasks. As a result of this, sone subjects

were included in the data analysis of only one of the tasks while

others were included in both. Thus the research consisted of two over-

lapping subject sanples selected from a corTrnon subject pool. A1so,

because the subjects differed across tasks, the research was approprí-

ately treated as two studies. In the first study, involving the

nunerical estimation task, 36, 20, 22, ætd 21 subjects from the student

control, interest, new and seasoned groups, respectively, met the

consistency criterion. In Study 2, which consists of the verbal

learning task, 30, 2I, 24, and 22 st:bjects met the first list acquisi-

tion criterion.

Design

Subjects were assígned to the ce11s of a 2 x 4 factorial design.

The variables investigated were length of neditation history (control,

interest-control, new, and seasoned) and time of testing in relation to

a nreditation session (inmediately after or inrnediately before a regular
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20 minute meditation session). This latter variable was included to

control for, and investigate, a possible pre-post meditation effect.
Subjects in the "post" condition meditated. (if meditators) or relaxed

with eyes closed (if controls) in a group setting just prior to task

administration. Meditators in the "pre" condition did not neditate

until after task participation, and their control counterparts did. not

have a 20 minute relaxation session.

Study 1

The dependent variables of the nt¡nerical estimation task were

transformations carried out on subjectst 51st through 100th estimates.

These 50 estimates were collapsed into five gïoups of ten: 51-60,

6r-70,71-80, 81-90, and 90-100, and each group became a leve1 of a

repeated measures variable designated "information." Information was

then the within factor of a z x 4 x 5 split-p1ot d.esign (Kirk, 1969,

p.28a).

Study 2

The dependent variable of the verbal learning task was the

amormt of negative transfer in each of the four second list trials.
This repeated measures variable was designated "trials" and became the

within factor in a 2 x 4 x 4 split-plot design (Kirk, 1969, p.z}e.
It{aterials

Study 1

The materials for the m¡nerical estimation task consisted. of a

population of 100 nurbers with an overall mean of 10.5, standard devia-

tion of 2.513, ffid range of five to 16. Each of the 100 nunbers was

stenciled on a r2.7 x 7.62 qn. card i-n 10.16 c:n. gothic print. The
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first 50 of these nunbers had an overall mean, standard deuiation, ffid

ïange of 9.0, 2.02, and five to 13, respectively. They l.reïe stratified
such that each consecutive group of tennt¡nbers had a mean of g.0. The

last 50 nunbers had an overall mean, standard deviation, and range of

r2.0, 2.02, and eight to 16, respectively. They were sinirarry strati-
fied so that the mean of each set of ten nunbers was r2.0. The 100

mmber cards were placed on a set of metal bj-nder rings and the rings

mor.u-rted on a wooden stand. This nade it possible to flip over each

card during their presentation. The nt¡nbers used in the estimation task

were chosen on the basis of prior pilot work.

The rnterials also included taped instructions on the procedure

for making estiilBtes, a response sheet for each subject, md a separate

group of ten nurbers, also stenciled on cards, rvhich composed a sample

group to accompany the instructions.

Study 2

The materials for the verbal learning task consisted of two lists
of ten paired-associates. Both stimuli and responses were nolrns selected

from Paiviors norms of concreteness, inagery and meaningfulness (Paivío,

Yui11e, $ Madigan, 1968) such that each noun consisted of a maximun of

six letters and scored high on imagery (síx or above) and meaningfulness

(seven or above). High imagery and high neaningfulness nouns have been

found to increase learning performance (Paivio et a1., 1gó8) and hence

negative transfer (Kaus1er, 7974, p.233; Jung, 19ó3). rt was important

for tre purpose of this study to maxirúze both of these variables.

Thirty-five nouns were randomly selected from those that net these

qualifications. From these nouns, the acquisition and transfer 1ists,
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each of ten paired-associates, were fonned and placed in the tradi-
tional A-B, A-C paradigm (Kaus1er, I974, p.ZZ2).

The transfer list consisted of five (control) pairs in the D-E

condition and five (erperjmental) pairs in the A-C condition; conse-

quently, each subject served as his own control. In an attenÌpt to

naximize the negative transfer effect and mininrize variation in first
list learning, the 1ísts were scanned to ensure lorv intra-list sjmi-

larity of both stimuli and responses, 1ow inter-list similarity of

responses, and 1ow association value of stimulus-response pairs. The

effects of these variables on negative transfer have been demonstrated.

by Dallett (7962), Jurg (1962), Kausler (1974, p.233) and wimer (1964).

Noun pairs wh,ich met the above criteria were stenciled in 5.0g cm.

Roman print on 16.51 x 44.45 crn. cardboard. The stimuli were similarly
stenciled on 8.89 x 36.83 cm. cardboard. Four random orders of each

of the paired-associate lists and stimuh.rs lists were constructed. in

order to prevent serial learning of the responses.

Other materials included taped instructions on the task procedure,

a sample stirnulus and a sarnple paired-associate to facilitate instruc-

tíon, a stop-watch, and a response pad for each subject.

Procedure

All subjects were informed that the purpose of the ínvestigation

was to study the effect of meditation on mental flexibility. Meditators

and controls ín the "post" condition came to the experirnental room

prior to testing in order to meditate (if a meditating subject) or relax

with eyes closed (if a control subject) for the usual 20 minute period.

They were joined by people in the "pre" condition one half hour later
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for group testing. During all sessions the nunerical estimation task

preceded the verbal learning one.

Study 1

The instructions for the nunerical estimation task were tape-

recorded and can be found in Appendix B. The concept of the mean rvas

explained as the centre of gravity of a teeter-totter according to

Beach and swenson's (1966) reconrnendations and by the (xx)/N conputa-

tional for¡m:la. Subjects trere presented with each ni-¡nber of the 100

ntmber population for approxi:nately four seconds. They were

instructed to estimate the overall mean of the population after each

presentation of a nurber a¡rd to record their estimates on response

sheets. This resulted in each subject estimating the population mean

100 times.

þon con'pletion of the m¡nerical task, subjects were given a five
minute rest period.

Study 2

The verbal learning task was presented by the study-test method.

Noun pairs and stimuli were presented manually for two and three

seconds, respectively. The acquisition and transfer lists were pre-

sented for four trials each. The nt¡nber of study-test trials and the

elposure time of paired-associates and stimuli were determined by prior
pilot work. subjects responded during test trials in written fonn.

Instructions were tape-recorded and have been transcribed verbatim in

Appendix B.



Study 1

It was hypothesized that the meditation grolrpst estimations of
the population nean, after the change in task stj:nuli, would be more

accurate than that of the control groups, and that accuracy would

increase as a firnction of length of meditation history. "Accuracy"

was defined by two measures: absolute deuiations and adjusted deviatíons.

Absolute deviations. TLis measure of accuracy was the srmr of

the absolute deviations of subjects' 51st through 100th estjmates from

the actr:al accunulative means. These 50 absolute deviations were then

collapsed into five groups of ten (51-ó0,6r-70,71-80, 81-90, 91-100),

the mean of each group conputed, and these five means designated

"information." Si¡rce subjects had more information about the nunber

population when they made their 91st to 100th estímates than when they

made their 51st to 60th estimates, the five means reflected subjects'

accuracy as it changed due to increased ínformation.

It was erçected that absolute de.¡-iatio¡s would decrease as a

fu-rction of length of meditation history.

Adjtlsted deviations. Each subjectts set as to the value of the

population mean was defined as the average of hís 4lst through sOth

estimates and was cal1ed his "base-mean." Different subjects developed

different sets. It rnight be expected that subjects' responses to the

increase in nur¡ber values after the 50th ntmrber would be, in part, a

function of their base-rnean. Subjects with a relatively 1ow base-mean

would be expected to continue making lower estimations than subjects

with a relatively high base-mea¡. The absolute deviation measure of

Stati s tical lvfethodo 1 os-y

28
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accuracy did not take this base-mean variation into consideration,

thus necessitating the construction of anotheï measure which could do

so. This neasure, ca11ed adjusted deviations, was constructed in the

following manner. First, the true base-mean of 9.0 was subtracted

from each of the actual acct¡nulative means for ru'unbers 51 through 100.

This transfornation resulted in 50 successively greater values ranging

from 0.LZ to 1.51. (For example, the actual accr¡nulative mean for
nt¡nber 51 was 9.L2. The true base-mean, nine, subtracted from 9.12

prouided the first va1ue, 0.rz). Secondly, the same kind of transform-

ation was carried out on each subject's 51st through 100th estimates

of the accurulative means. Specifically, each subjectts base-mean rvas

subtracted from each of his 51st through 100th estimates, thus result-
ing in a second set of 50 values. (For example, if a subject's 51st

estination was "ten" and his base-mean was 8.5, the new value would. be

1.5). Final1y, each of the first group of 50 values was subtracted from

each of the second group to form a third set. (To follow through with

our exanple: 0.12 would be subtracted from 1.5 to form the "adjusted

deviation" of 1.38). This third set of 50 mmbers, 1abe11ed "adjusted

de'riations," was thus a neasure of the extent to which each subjectts

estimates varied from his base-nean as conloared to the extent to whích

the actual accr-unulative means vari.ed from the true base-mean. The

mathematical forn'm1a representing this neasure can be fourd in Appendix

C. The 50 adjusted deviations were then collapsed into five groups of

ten to form the five 1eve1s of the "information" factor.

rt was expected that adjusted deviations would decrease as a

fr-u-rctior of length of meditation history.



Study 2

As explained above (cf. pp.20-21) the dependent variable of the

verbal learning task rvas called negative transfer and was derived from

a comparison of A-C acquisition r.¡ith D-E acquisition. For example, if

a subject responded correctly to three of the five A-C (experinental)

pairs, ffid to four of the five D-E (control) pairs, his negative tra¡s-

fer value for that trial would be one (i.e. , 4-3=L).

Negative transfer was expected to decrease as a function of

length of meditation hístory.

30



In accordance r^¡ith the deautonatization theory it was hypothe-

sized that the meditation groupsr estimations of the population mean,

after the change in task stimuli, would be rnore accurate than that of

the control groups. Also, it was expected that accuracy (of the 51st

through 100th estjmates) would increase as a fulction of length of
meditation history. The accuracy of sr.rbjects' estimates after the

change in nurber values was defi¡red by the two previously described

measures: absolute deviations and adjusted deviations.

Before the accuracy measures could be meaningfully interpreted,

it was necessary to ensure that each of the eight experimental groups

had established an equally strong response set pïior to the change in
task stimuli. The standard deviation of each subjectrs 41st through

50th estimates was considered an i¡rdicator of the strength of his

response set. As previously mentioned, if these estimates had a

standard deviation of 1.0 or more, Tesponse set was considered.

inadequately established and the subjectts data were elfurinated. from

further analysis. This consistency criterion helped to lirnit response

set strength variation among subjects; horvever, it was stil1 possible

that the grolqls differed systematically from one another within the

range allowed by the response set criterion. In order to determíne

whether or not there was a setstrengthbias anong the subject groups,

these standard deviations were entered into an analysis of variance

CI-IAPTER III
Results
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with neditation history (control, interest, new, and seasoned.) and

tjme (pre-nreditation and post-nredì-tation) as the between groups

factors. As indicated in Table 1, no significant differences were

found. Thus it is clear that the strength of set, as measured by

Tesponse consistency, was not significantly different among the

various experimental groups.

Absolute Deviations

As described above, each subject's 50 absolute deviatiors were

collapsed into five mean values and designated "fnformation." These

mean values \.^/ere entered into an analysis of variance with meditation

history (control through seasoned) and time (pre and post) as the

between group factors, and information (I1 through 15) as the within

groups factor. Table 2 presents a sunmary of this analysis. As can be

seen, there were no significant differences among the four history
groups. Also, there was no significant difference between subjects

who participated in'rnediately prior to a regular meditation session as

opposed to those who participated i-rrnediately after one. In terms of

this neasure, neither meditation nor the length of meditation history

significantry affected sr-rbjects' accuracy after the change in task

materials. The two main hypotheses of this study were not supported.

Acljusted Deviations

The 50 adjusted der¡iation values were also collapsed into five
groups to form the five 1eve1s of the "information" factor. These

data were treated to an analysis of variance with meditation history

and time as the between grolp factors and ínformation as the within

groups factor. Table 3 sr¡mnarizes these results. As with absolute
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deviations, neither length of meditation history nor time of partici-
pation in relation to a meditation session significantly affected

accuracy.

Subjectst estimations did significantly improve (adjusted

deviation values decreased) as they gained more information about the

nurber population (F(a,364)=6.504, p . .001). This effect is shorr¡n in

Figure 1. scheffé's test (Kirk, 1968) was used to conpare the various

1eve1s of information and a suÍnnary table of the results can be found

in Appendix D. Performance at 11 was significantly d.ifferent at the

.05 level from each of I3, 14, and 15. A1so, 11 plus rzwas signifi-
cantly different from 13 plus 14 plus 15.

Additional Analyses

The main hypotheses were not supported by the foregoing analysis.

However, graphs of the data and observation of the rneans suggested

that additional post hoc testing nLight be useful. Four such analyses

were carried out. The purpose and design of each is sr¡nnarized in list
form in Appendix E.

Adjusted deuiations. Figr-.re z shows the adjusted deviation

scores at 11 as a function of time (pre-post-meditation) for each of

the four history groups. The figure indicates that both groups of
non-meditators (control and interest) performed better just after a

relaxation session, while the two groups of meditators (new and

seasoned) experienced a stright change in the opposite direction. In

order to focus on these descriptive differences, the four history
groups were collapsed into two: meditators vs. non-meditators. The

adjusted deviation data were then entered into an analysis of variance
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l,¡ith meditation (neditators vs. non-meditators and time (pre- vs.

post-_as the between groups factors, and information (I1 to 15) as the

within groups factor. As presented in Table 4, the relevant ínterac-

tion was not statistically significant. It seems that time in relation
to a meditation or relaxation session did not differentially affect the

meditators as opposed to the controls.

Estimates 51 to 100. The absolute deviation and adjusted devia-

tion analyses indicated that the raw data (subjectst estimates), compared

with the actual accrmulative means, did not differ across the e>çerimental

groups. These analyses both investigated the same type of comparison;

namely, a conparison against the theoretical mean values to determine

which groups were most accurate in their judgnents. A second type of

conrparison was also available. This one makes no reference to the

theoretical means, but sinply asks if there were significant d.ifferences

among the various groups in terms of their enpirical means. In order

to investigate this type of comparison, estimates 51 to 100, collapsed

into five groups of ten, were tTeated. to an analysis of variance with

history and time as the between groups factors and information (one to

five) as the within groups factor. As can be seen in Table 5, neither

history nor time significantly affected performance. The experimental

grorlps did not differ from each other in their estimates. The estimates,

as would be expected, did significantly change as a fi¡-rction of

information.

Estimates and absolute deviations 1 to 50. Deautomatízation

theory suggests that meditators should be more aware of their environ-

ment since they experience less i¡rterference from preconceived bias,
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thoughts, inaginings, etc. If this is so, it might be expected that

the meditation groups, especially the seasoned neötators, would. per-

ceive the true characteristics of the nunber population more quickly

than the non-meditators. such a difference would be reflected in

both (1) the subjectstfirst 50 estimâtes and (2) the absolute devia-

tions of these estimates fron the actual mean of nine. The first
analysis sirply asks if the group estimates differed from each other

lvhereas the second analysis asks if the grorps showed differential
accuracy with regard to the theoretical mean.

(1) Estimates 1-50. subjectst first through sOth estimates

were therefore divided into five grorrps and placed in an analysis of

variance rvith history and tirne as the between groups factors and infor-
nation as the within groups factor. As presented in Table 6, the only

significant effect was the within groups factor. Meditation did not

produce a difference irr the subjects' first 50 judgments.

(2) Absolute deviations 1-50. subjects' first through 50th

estimates were taken in five groups of ten and the mean of each ten

estimates calculated. The absolute deviation of each of these means

from the true mean of 9.0 was placed intoananalysis of variance with

history and tine as the between groups factors and information (one to

five) as the w-ithin groups factor. The results of this analysis are

sumnarized in Table 7. There were no significant history or tjme

effects. Apparently, meditation did not result in a more accurate

perception of the population mean. Accurary did increase (the absolute

deivations decreased) for all sr-ùj ect groups as a fi-u'rction of increased

information.
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In uiew of the lack of

variables of interest, further

Study 2: Verbal Learning Task

First list learning. The degree to which subjects learned the

first list of paired-associates was considered an indicator of the

strength of their response set. As prerriously mentioned, j_f first
list correct recall ¿id not equal or exceed 80 per cent, response set

was considered inadequately established, and the subjectrs data were

elininated from further analysis. This first list acquisition criterion
sonewhat 1iÍÉted response set variation among subjects; however, since

this variable was not e:perimentally controlled, it was necessary to

statistically check for a set strength bias among the grorrys. This was

done j¡r two ways. First, Trial 4 recall was placed into an analysis

of variance, with history and time, as the betrveen groups factors. As

shown in Table 8, set strength was the same for all groræs. secondly,

total correct reca11 on Trials I to 4 was calculated, and. this stm

treated to an analysis of variance with the sane between gïorrps factors.

Table 9 indicates that the subject groups did not differ on this

measure either. rt would seem, then, that the e:perimental groups

developed equally strong response sets during the four first list trials
so that this variable was not a confourding factor in the experiment.

Negative transfer. In accordance with deautomatization theory,

it was hypothesized ttøt meditators, being less set bound than non-

meditators, would experience less interference frorn first list learning

in their second list recal1. A1so, it was expected that this interfer-

ence would decrease as a function of length of meditation history.

45

significant findings with regard to the

post hoc analyses were not carried out.
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Interference of first list learning on second list reca11 was equated

with negative trarsfer, a measure taken on second list performance.

The latter was operationally defined for each second list trial as the

nunber of correctly recalled associates from the five D-E or control

pairs (C) nimrs the nt¡rrber of associates correctly recalled from the

A-c or experinental pairs (E). These (c-E) data were treated. to an

analysis of variance witJr neúitation history (control, interest, ner^/,

and seasoned) and time in relation to a meditatíon session (pre and

post) as the between g-rolrps factors. since there were four second

list or transfer trials, trials (one to four) becarne the within grorrps

factor. Table 10 presents a sr¡nnary of this analysis. There were no

significant differences among the four history groups. A1so, there

was no significant difference between subjects who participated
j¡mnediately prior to a regular nreditation session as opposed to those

who participated inrneöate1y after one. In terms of negative transfer,

neither meditation nor the length of neditation history significantly
affected subjects' performance. The two main hypotheses of this study

were also not supported.

Subjects' second list reca1l did significantly improve (negative

transfer decreased) over the four tra¡sfer trials (F(J,26l)=24.042, y<
.001). This effect is graphed in Figure 3. Post-hoc con'parisons of
these means were carried out using scheffé's s method (Kirk, 1968), md

a sumnary table of the results can be found in Appendix D. Negative

transfer on Trial 1 was significantly different at the .05 level from

that on Trials 2, 3, and 4. Arso, Trials 1 p1us z significantly

differed from Trials 3 plus 4.

Additional analysis : Negative transfer. Figure 4 presents Trial
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1 negative transfer as a fr¡rction of tíme (pre-, post-meditation or

relaxation) for each of the four history groups. As can be seen from

this figure, both groups of non-meditators (control and interest)

experienced less negative transfer in the post condition, while the

two groups of neditators (new and seasoned) experienced a slight

change in the opposite direction. In order to focus on these descrip-

tive differences, the four history groups were collapsed into two:

meditators vs. non-nreditators. The negative transfer data was then

entered into an analysis of variance with meditation (meditators vs.

non-meditators and tirne (pre- vs. post-) as the betrveen gïoups factors,

and trials (one to four) as the within groups factor. The results are

sumnarized in Table 11; the meditation by time interaction was not

statistically significant (E(f,931=2.469, p < 0.119). Apparently, time

j¡r relation to a meditation or relaxation session did not differentially

affect the meditators as opposed to the controls.

Inter-task Correlations

Both the n¡nerical estimation and the verbal learning task failed

to sr.pport the main hypotheses. Whether or not these tasks provided

independent or redundant measures of the hlpotheses was, however, sti11

ulknown. In order to resolve this issue, it was necessary to exa¡rine

the correlations of subjectst perfonnance on the two tasks. The five
mean adjusted deviation scores from estimates 51 to 100 (i1-I5), and

the negative transfer (C-E) data from Trials 1 and z, were correlated

for those subjects to the interest, new, and seasoned groups whose

perfornance met the criteria of both tasks. Separate Pearson product-

moment correlation coefficients were computed for each of the three
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history grorrps, sunned over the tine condition. consequently, five

leve1s of adjusted derriations were comelated with each of two levels

of negative transfer, for three independent groups. The resulting

30 correlations, tabled in Appenöx F, yielded only one significant

result at the .01 1evel: adjusted deviations (91-100) with Trial 1

for the interest grol4 (f .o+). Due to the elevated probability of

significance among such a large nunber of correlation tests, signifi-
cance below the .01 1eve1 was not considered. It was concluded that

the two tasks were not redurdant, i.e., they were each measuring a

different kind of behauiour.



To recapitulate, the purpose of the present investigation lvas to
study deautonatization, as defined by Deilcnan (1966), in relation to
meditation. Ti.¡o tasks weïe constructed in order to test the following
hypotheses. First, it was e>çected that med.itators would be less ,,set-

bound" than non-neditators, and would therefore perform better on tasks

that required the participants to abandon their response sets. Secondly,

it was predicted that this capacity would be more developed in seasoned

neditators than in relatively new meditators. These hypotheses were

examined withi-n the context of two different areas: verbal learning and

mathematical j udgrnents .

Study 1: Nr.¡nerical Estimation Task

CI.IAPTER IV

Discussion

The mathematical task required subjects to repeatedly estimate the rnean

of a population of nt¡nbers. In the process of being presented with the

first 50 nurbers r,vhile repeatedly estimating their mean, subjects became

quite consistent in their estimati-ons, ind.icating that they had

developed a response set about the value of this parameter. This consis-

tency lvas, of course, essential to the use of the task, since a set had

to be developed in order to measure the extent to which it interfered
with accurate estimation after the change in task stimuli. rt was

hypothesized that meditators, under the deautomatizating influence of
their regular meditation practice, would experience less interference

from their sets, Ðd would thus attain greater accuracy in their estima-

tions. The results did not sr-rpport this hypothesis. Nor did they confirm

54

ictions: meditation and length of meditation
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the prediction that seasoned meditators would demonstrate the influence

of deautonatization more strongly than new neditators. In fact, the two

meditation groups performed equally we1l. The most important i:r'plication

of these unexpected results is that med.itation (particularly Transcendental

Meditation) does not bring about a deautomatization of the tendency to

respond to familiar stimuli on the basis of established sets. This

opposes previously cited studies which supported deautomatization theory,

and suggests a need to reexarn-ine the evidence in the light of the present

study. Such a reconsideration also involves the verbal learning task

results, md is therefore carried out as part of the integrated discussion

found below.

Secondary prediction: pre- post-meötation. The present study

also set out to exanrine the short-term, 'racute" effects of meditation on

task performance by randomly assigning all subjects to either a "pre" or

a t'post" condition. The "post" sr:bjects came to the experimental room

earlier, and either rned.itated or relaxed with eyes closed for 20 m-inutes

innrediately prior to task participation. The "pre" subjects, on the

other hand, participated in the tasks without prior relaxation or nedita-

tion. As can be obseryed irr Figure 2, page 38, both control groups

performed more accurately in the post or relaxed condition than in the

pre condition while the meditation gror¡ps both perforned. more accurateTy

in the pre condition. However, this observable meditation-control by

pre-post interaction r{as not statistically significant. It has been

conclusively demonstrated that meditation is physiologically relaxing

(Akishige, 1968; Anand et a1., 1961a; Banquet, L973; Blaclq^/e11 et a1.,

1975; Pagano et al., 1976; Wal1ace, L970; lVoolfolk, 1975), thus one would



e4pect that an inrnediately preceding rneditation e4perience would affect

perfornnnce in a sirnilar nanner to an i¡mediately preceding relaxa.tion

e4perience. That th-is did not happen nny result fron an important dif-
ference between the relaxers and reditators: neditators deliberately

"relax" every day, twice a day: the relaxers do not. Conseqræntly, the

effects of relaxation are more 1ikely to have stabilized in the nedita-

tion sr:bjects, such that there would not be appreciable acute effects.

However, if this were the total explanation, one would expect no

change or perhaps a smal1 increase in the accuracy of the post meditation

subjects over their pre-neditation cor:nterparts. The reversed findings

indicate that neditation practice, though relaxing, is something more,

or other than sfurple relaxation. It has been suggested that transcen-

dental neditation evokes a rnique state of consciousness quite different

from the various waking and sleeping states that have been previously

identified (Goleman, 1977; Wa11ace, 1977). Different states of conscious-

ness tend to facilitate and inpair perforn'nnce on d.ifferent tasks (Tart,

1975b), md although this is more obvious in drarnatically different

states such as our ordinary waking state con'pared with stage four s1eep,

it is also trr¡e of transcendental meditation as opposed to normal waking

(Ape11e Ç Oswald, 7974; Deiknan, 1966; Goleman G Schwartz, L976; Orne-

Johnson, 1973; Pelletier, 1974; Van NrÐ's, 1973). In retrospect, it is

quite possible that meditation, as a uniqtre state of consciousness, is

not optinal for the kind of cognitive processes involved i¡r the ntmrerical

estination task, and thus resulted in a decrenent in the performance of

the post meditation sr:bjects. This possibility will be discussed more

thoroughly in the integrated discr.rssion be1ow.
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LinLitatioris öf the task. The fact that all subjects responded

more accurately as they received more information (cf., p.37) indicates

that they understood the instructions and were responding appropriately,

i.e., responding as they would in any normal learning sitr¡ation. This

was also the case dr.ring the pilot sessions when various nunber popula-

tions were tried out and the instrrrctions refined. However, closer

obseryations of the subjectsr performances yielded sone interesting

infornation. The actual accum¡lative rrean, after the 50th nunber, rose

very s1ow1y frorn the base-nean of 9.0, tr-rtil it eventually reached 10.5

by the 100th nunber. Subjects in all groups, noti-cing the rise in nunber

values, tended to over-estimate the effects of this inrnediate rise on

the overall population mean, ffid so make overly large jwps in their

estimations. The more accurate subjects, then, were those who naintained

enough perspective on the first 50 nr-¡mbers to very slowly raise the value

of their estj-mates. As a result of this quirk of nurbers, the task nay

have focused less on snbjects' ability to abandon their response set, and

more on their ability not to over-react to tJ:e change in nmber values.

Furthermore, any sr:bjects who were r¡nable to abandon their previously

established sets would stay close to the mean of the first 50 nunbers

and hence appear accr¡r'ate when in fact they were rigid. This problem is

extrerely difficult to eliminate because any attenpt to widen the gap

between the two sets of 50 numbers, while accelerati-ng the rise in the

actual accurmrlative mean, also makes the change in task materials too

obvious.

Another problem e4perienced with this task was the necessity of

rej ecting the ðata of the many subj ects who were r.¡nab1e to naster its

conplexity. This high rejection rate was not only discouraging to the
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e4perimenter, it increased the likelihobd that some confound.ing variable

such as intelligence, educational backgrou-rd, or mathematical ability was

influenci¡rg the results.

Further investigation to deterrnine the significance of these per-

ceived limitations would need to be carried out before this procedure

could be used again.

Study 2: Verbal Learning Task

In keeping rvith the overall hypothesis that meditation results in a i

deautonatization of the tendency to respond to faniliar stimuli on the

basis of learned sets, it was predicted that neditators, especially

seasoned neditators, would erperience less negative transfer than non-

meditators in the paired-associate task. This did not happen. rn fact,

the negative transfer results of the most relevant trial (1ist 2, tríal I;
cf., p.51) were not even in the predicted direction, ffid there was no

significant difference among the various experimental g-roups.

There was no indication that the task itself, including the word

lists chosen, was at fau1t. The final choice of word 1ists, e4posure

tines, instructions and nunber of transfer trials were based on their
effectiveness duri¡rg previous pilot sessions. A1so, subjects' performance

implied that they understood the instructions and their significant

inprovernent over the four transfer trials indicated. that the task was

working properly. The une>rpected findings strpport the conclusions reached

i¡ the nrm¡erical estirûation task; nanely, that neither neditation practice

nor the length of meditation history had any neasuïable deautomatizating

effect on the previously established sets. FurtherÍlcre, the fact that

U4l4 predictions: ned.itation and length of meditation e>qrerience.
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subjectsr perfonnance in the two tasks were not correlated indicates

that deautomatization theory was not sr-rpported on tr^ro independent

measures. ¡'r.r integration of these findings with the nreditation lítera-
tlre in general is presented in the integrated discussion belorv.

Secondary prediction: pre- post-meditation. As in Study 1, all
subjects were randomly assigned to participate in the erperinental task

either inunediately before (pre) or after (post) a neditation or relaxa-

tion session. The graphed results of this pre-post condition (cf.,

p.51) were renarkably sinúlar to those in study 1. There was a non-

significant but observable med.itation-control by pre-post interaction

such that both control gror-rps performed "better" (experienced less

negative transfer) in the relaxed than in the pre condition, while the

n'editation groups were not affected by the time factor. This finding

lends an independent though inconclusive source of support for the idea

that the acute or inrnediate effects of meditation and relaxation are not

the same.

Limitátions of the task. A major difficulty with this task was

its probable lack of statistical power. Negative transfer, the differ-
ence between each subjectts reca11 of the control (C) pairs from his

reca1l of the experiméntal (E) pairs, is itself a "difference" transfor-

nati-on on the second list data. There were five control and five

e4perimental pairs per 1ist, ffid subjects tended to present a negative

transfer (c-E) effect of one oï two on their first transfer tri_a1.

lvhile such a transfer effect is highly significant, it does not al1ow

nn:ch opportr-rrity for significant differences among the C-E results of

the various erperímental groups. In other rvords, the problem lies in the
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fact that the final analysis l{as a difference amcng differences. This

difficulty could be lessened by doubling list length so that subjects

would be presented with ten control and ten experinental pairs. In this

nnnner the c-E values would likely be anplifi-ed, and the possibility of

significant between grotp differences increased. This option was not

used in the present study because the ninimization of inter-subject

variation was essential and this is increasj¡rgly difficult to achieve as

list length is increased. Another rrray to alle'¿-iate this problem is to
employ a separate grolp of subjects as the D-E control groirp rather than

hauing each subject serve as his ov¡n control. This design \^¡as not used

because it would have entailed dotrbling the nunber of subjects and this

was not possible given the limited nwrber of volunteers available.

A second limitation of this task was the faih-rre to experimentally

control the degree of first list learning and thereby ensure that it was

not a confor:ndiag factor. Research exarnining the relationship between

degree of first list learning and negative transfer has produced sone

conflictj¡rg results (spence Ê schulz, 1965). However, those studies

employing a D-E grotp to control for non-specific transfer, have for.md

slight decren'pnts in negative transfer as a fi¡:rction of increased first
list learning (Ju'rg, 7962; PosûrTan, 1962; Spence G Schulz, 1965). Tradi-

tionally, paired-associate tasks are aùninistered individually in order

to erperimentaTly control the degree of first list learning. This was

not feasible in the present study due to time limitations. However,

the highly non-significant differences arnong the experimental groræs

indicates that there was no systematic bias in degree of first list learn-

ing and decreases the likelihood that this variable played a confou-rding

role.



Integrated Disct¡:;sion

itations of the specific tasks,

as a whole.

Li-rn-itations of the study.

The scarcity of large nt¡nbers of subjects resulted in inadequate

control of sex, age, educational background, and intelligence (verbal

and nunerical ability). It is quite probable that m¡nerical ability and

experience with mmbers affected performance on the m¡nerical estimation

task. similarly, there is some evidence (sonrnerkamp, rg73) that highly

intelligent people (as measured by the WAIS) overcome negative transfer

nore quickly than average and 1ow intelligence people. This may have

been a confor.rrding factor in the second study.

Perhaps of more inportance, however, was the fact that the quality

of subjectsr neditation hras an unlmown factor. Brown (Brovrn, Stewart,

Ç Blod,get t, Ig77) includ.ed an EEG criterion of med.itation and the results

of his experiment were quite different depending on whether or not this

criterion was met.

Demand characteristics. Fina11y, there always exists a potential

danger of erçerimenter bias in studies where the individual adninistering

the tasks is aware of the research hypotheses. rn both of the present

studies, the author served as her ovln elperimental adnrinistrator, thus

conceivably influencing subject performance in some T^¡ay. lvhile no

special precautions were taken to guard against this possibilíty, a re-

examination of the erperimental procedure suggests that this effect was

unlikely to have been inportant. First, instructions were tape-recorded

for presentation to subjects, thus largely elin-inating possible variation

anong orally presented information. Secondly, subjects belonging to the

Aside from the previously discussed 1i¡r-

there were a few problems with the study

ó1
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various groups were tested si¡m:ltaneously and the e:peri:renter would

have had to differentially affect the gror:ps present. Thirdly, the

experinenter did not ]crow rvho belonged to the various history groups,

thus frrther reducing the likelihood of contanination. She was aware

of which subjects rvere in the pre and post gïorJps because they entered

the testing situation at different times; however, there were no hypo-

theses regarding this factor. fn swmary, it would seem improbable that

the experimenter was able to bias the subjects.

Re-assessment. Prerrious evidence discussed in the introduction

suggested that meditation results in a reinvestment of awareness into

perceptions and activities which had becone automatic. The failure of

the present research to slpport this contention indicated a need to

reconsider the evidence in the light of this work. The nature of the two

erçerimental tasks, viewed. within the framework of the mod.es of hi.man

ft.rrctioning, presents a possible solution.

The idea that there are two general modes of furctioning (a

receptive, non-verbal, a-tational, visuospatiar mode; and an active, verbal,

rational, symbolic one) was discussed at length in the introduction (cf.

pp.4-7). A1so, it rvas argued that meditation, as a non-verba1, a-1ogica1,

perceptual activity, cLearly belongs to the receptive mode (cf. pp.7-r4).

If we accept the presented evidence and consider meditation a receptive

mode ftmction, we can employ this framework to predict the differential
effect of meditation on varior¡s hr¡nan behavi_ours.

According to the laws of transfer, that which is practiced and

learned during a particular activity is more readily transferred to

those activities which nost closely resemble it (Hilgard fi Bower, 19s6).
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Similarly, one would predict that that which is practiced during nedita-

tion (including deautonatization) would be most readily transferred to

other receptive mode actirrities since they most closely resemble the

neditation erperience .

Furthermore, Tartts (1975) theory of state induction and mainten-

ance would postulate that ski11s learned during neditation would not

only be less transferable, but would be actively rejected during

activities which require an active mode of organization. On the basis

of many years of productive research and writing on states of consciogs-

ness, Tart has developed a paradigm or systenìs approach to make sense

of the mass of data in this field. He suggests that any given state of

consciousness is stabilized. by such processes as: heavily loading the

personrs system with appropriate tasks; correcting one's functioning

when it de'riates too far from normality as defined by that state;

rewarding activities within this normal range; and restricting the

range of fi.rrctioning of structr.res whose intense operation would

destabilize the system. Dming active mode actiuities, then, a personrs

system would reject reditation-like structures in order to maintain the

integrity and stabirity of the active mode. In many situations this

sort of maintenance at the cost of rejecting "foreignt' processes is
inportant to human survival. For example, when drirring a car through a

ccnrplex traffic system, it is not preferable to suddenly erçerience a

deautomatization of the structures which a11ow us to interpret and

organize the sti¡rurli around us !

It is not surprising, in the light of the foregoing discussion,

that all of the evidence for deautomatization has corne from research on

receptive mode activities. Deilcnan's (1963, 1966) repoïts of deautomati-
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zation during and after e4perimental meditation involved. a change in
his subjectst ability to visually perceive their enuironment. The pre-

viously mentioned reports on dehabituation (Anand et a1., 1961a;

Kasamatsu Ç Hirai, 1966) and a sirnilar report in regard. to T.M. (Bloorn-

field, cain, Jaffe, G Kory, rg7s, p.B9) involved deautomatization at a

perceptual 1eve1. Tart (1971), reporting on his own personal experience

with T.M., noted a newfound ability to "be aware of my environment, my

bodily sensations, and so forth, without automatically and irrvoluntarily
thinking about them, which is my normal state" (p.ljg). The effect was

felt at the level of receptive awareness. Curtin (Ig73),interested in
adaptive regression, fotrrd that sr:bjects trained in T.M. became

significantly nxlre open to inner and outer erperience than a ran¿omly

assigned control grolæ. This finding was in accord w'ith l4aupin's (1965)

and Lesh's (1970) results on Zen meditation. The general conclusíon

was that meditation enhanced the ability to perceive other secondary,

cognitive processes. Again the effect was demonstrated in a receptive

perceptual area. Grirn (1975) reported a personal experience of

deautomatization while trying to maintain a visual image. The activity
'hlas a perceptual one. Davidson, Golenan and schwartz (19Z6), r:sing the

Tellegen Absorption Sca1e, observed a significant enhancement in the

ability to "just attend" as a function of length of neditation history.
All of the above reports involved receptive mode activities. None of
them involved actir¡ities which required critical anairytical thinking.

The line of reasoning that has been put forward in this d,iscussion

is that if reditation is practice in deautomatizating the structures

which normally organize and interpret experience, it would be expected

to have such a deautonatizating effect on receptive mode activities.
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However, given the laws of transfer and Tartrs maintenance model, it
is unlikely that the deaut omatizatíon effect would occur in sitrations
which demand "higher-order" or "secondary process" thinking, i.e.,
situations wtrich induce the active mode of fu-rctioning. The tasks

utilized in the present study r,¡ere both of this nature. The verbal

learning task was a fast-movirg, verbal,expressive, menorization task

while the nunerical estimation task required. sr:bjects to rapidly perform

an abstract nathenatical operation on a series of nrmbers. The choice

of these active mode activities as a testing gror:nd for deautomatization

theory nay well explain the u-rexpected results.

A reconsideration of the meditation literature in light of the

present study has thus resulted in a new, more specific hypothesis. It
is suggested that meditation, as an exercise i¡r irn¡esting attention in
percepts while deliberately removing it fron "higher-order" thought,

should result in deautomatization provided that the ongoing activify
involves receptive, appositional rather t-han active, propositional

fi:nctions. This new statement gives rise to nurÞrous research possibil-
ities, some of which will be suggested in the following section.

Research suggestions. It would be interesting to investigate the

same independent variables (nreditation experience and pre-post meditation),

using t}ae 2 x 4 factorial design, but measur-ing performance on both

active and receptive mode tasks. ùre would expect that deautomatization

would increase as a function of neditation experience on the receptive

mode tasks but that the nul1 hypothesis would be supported on the active

mode tasks.

Another possibility would be to vary meditation technique (T.l\1.,
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zen, Yoga, etc.), and again, test everyone on both active and receptive

mode tasks. The hypothesis would be that meditators, regardless of

technique, would demonstrate deautomatization on receptive but not on

active mode tasks.

In order to carry out either of these projects, activities lvhich

primarily tap receptive mode functions would have to be devised.. Some

pronising and interesting areas include:

1) Perception of se1f. Deautomatization of the structures which

nornally select andlimit available input regarding oneself, would inhibit
both positive and negative distortions of oners self-irnage. It is
feasible to predict, then, that nreðitation would result in a more

realistic self- concept.

2) Perception of others. In the same manneï, a deautonatization

of the structures which normally cause us to perceive others on the basis

of established sets would result in a less biased perception of other

people. One could therefore predict that a) meditation would decrease

prejudices for and against other cultures and b) it would enhance the

ability to perceive familiar índirriduals in a fresh manner rather than

on the basis of form;lated. assimptions.

3) Perception of objects. Bn:¡rer and Postnan (1949) for:nd. that

subjects perceived incongruous playing cards as though they were actual

playing cards. For exalrple, people would mistake a black ace of hearts

for an ace of spades or an ace of hearts. The set or expectation was

so strong, that they were convinced they were seeing red while observing

a black card. If meditation has a deautomatizíng effect, then meditators

should be more accurate in the perception of such "trick" objects.
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similarly, in the context of Aschts (1955) norm-fixation study, nedit-
ators should be less easily swayed from their perceptions by e4perimenter-

confederates.

4) Anbiguous stinn:li. Leeper (19s5) for:nd that subjects who

were trained to perceive one of the two figrres in a reversible figure,
tended to see only that possibility when later presented. with the

anbiguous picture. They seemed "locked-in" on that r¡iew of the sti¡m1us.

Deautonratization theory would predict that ne¿itation would increase

the likelihood of perceiving both figures despite past training.
Studies investigating the differential effect of neditation on

active and passive mode actirrities could significantly refine our

i:nderstanding of the area and thereby eli-rninate sone of the false hopes

and fears of prospective meditators. At present, uarious med.itation

grotps make r:se of the published research to jr:stify their claims that
neditation benefits every aspect of hr¡nan fwrctioning. sirnilarly,
people who are anti-meditation r¡se the literature to prove that medita-

tion dangerously inhibits one's ability to fwrction in a normal maïr1er.

The results of the present study suggest that ûÌeditation is neither a
cure for all i11s nor a potentially dangerous source of insanity;
rather, it is a natural phenornenon with differential effects, depending

on the information provided by the environnent.
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Sumary of Denrographic Data

Appendix A



Grotrp

Table 12

Deniographic Data

Controls
Controls

Total

Interest
Interest

Total

New trfeds.

New },feds.

Total

Seasoned

Seasoned

Total

(Pre-lt4ed. )
(Post-l4ed. )

(Pre)

(Post)

(Pre)

(Post)

(Pre)

(Post)

H

ã3
t-.
CN

Mean
Age

19.

19. 1

19.

26.

?L ?

25.7

24.3

32.4

28.

51. 1

28.9

28.9

S.D.
Age

1.1

1.6

7.4

10

3.8

5.9

4.9

13. 6

9.6

18.7

13.

15.3
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f
l'la1es

Controls (Pre)

Controls (Post)

Total

Interest (Pre)

Interest (Post

Total

New l4eds. (Pre)

New l4eds. (Post)

Total

Seasoned (Pre)

Seasoned (Post)

Total

10

8

18

2

ó

8

7

9

16

7

9
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f
Females

C\

â
tsi
U)

8

10

18

I
4

I2

5

1

6

2

3

5

18. 9

19. 1

19.0

26.5

23.4

25.0

23.8

32.I
27 .6

34.6

30.9

32.9

1.0

7.3

I.2

8.8

4.r
6.6

4.4

12.7

9.

76.7

16.5

76.2

7

6

13

4

7

11

6

o0

T4

7

7
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9

I
T7

6

4

10

7

3

10

5

J
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I{ith your he1p, r am conducting an exploratory study of neditation.
Tonight, r will be asking you to participate in tlvo different tasks _

one involrring work with nunbers and another involving work with words.

After we have finished working on the tasks, r ruould be happy to explain
the purpose of the research being carried out.

Please listen carefu11y to the instructions and. ask about an¡thjrrg
that is not conpletely clear to you before we begin the task. your

questions will help clarify the instructions for everyone, and it is
very irportant that you all understand. what r am asking you to do.

We will begin with the ni¡nber task.

rmagine a group of m¡nbers such as those on the board.: z, z, B,

10, 10, 10, 15, 15, 19, anð.20. This group of ten m¡nbers has what we

call a mean-average, which is some nmrber that is the average of all
these m¡nbers. The mean-average is for:nd by adding together all the
numbers and dividing this s.un by the nunber of members in the gror-rp. rn
this exanple, 2 + 2 + B + 10 + 10 + 10 + 15 + 15 + 1g + 20 = rrr. Nowwe

divide this sur, rrr, by ten þecause there are ten members in the group)

and come rrp with a mean-average of 11.1.

l{e all use r'Ean- average frequently in everyday living. rvrren we

want to knolv how rm:ch money we are spending per week on food on the aver_

INSTRUCTIONS
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age - we add rrp each week's food spendings and divid.e this sun by the
appropriate nurber of weeks - when we want to know how ma,-,y cigarettes
we aÏe snoking a day, we add up the m.mber of cigarettes snoked each day

for perhaps seven days, and divide this srmr by seven. so the rþan-average
of a group of nl-.unbers is not a new concept to you.
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Another way to wrderstand the mean average is to think of it as

the balance point or centre of gra'rity of a teeter-totter. To illustrate
let us take our groLp of m.mbers and place them along a board as in this
diagram:

Each m¡nber is now a block on the teeter-totter. All the blocks weigh

the same and are exactly alike except for their positions on the teeter-
totter. The point at which a sr.pport placed under the board would.

result in a state of balance is the mean-average value of these m¡nbers.

If the support were placed to the right of position 11.1, the teeter-
totter would weigh down on the left side - if it were placed to the left
of 11.1, it would weigh down on the right side. But when it is placed.

at the mean-average position, the board is perfectly balanced.

Keep iJl rúnd. that the mean average is not necessarily the nrrcst

frequent nunber in the group. In our sample grorip, the most frequent

nunber is ten, but that is not the mean-average. In fact, in this case,

the mean-average of 11.1 is not a nunber of the group at arr. Do you

u'rderstand what I mean by average? T have here a sauple

groüp of ten nunbers. The lowest mmber is one and the highest mmber

is nine. Therefore, the mean-aveïage of this gror4 of ntunbers rm:st be

between one and nine. I will present the m¡nbers to you - one at a tíne
and would like you to guess or estinate the mean-average of the total
group each tjme I present another nunber. In other words, each tin¡e I
present one of the nr¡nbers of this grotrp of ten, I would like you to
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Ïj"rite dor.vn yotr guess or estimate of the mean-average of this total
grourp. The grorp has only one rnean-average and this is what you are

estimating each time. Keep in mind that the mean-average is not neces-

sarily a whole mrnber, so feel free to estirnate in d.ecimals.

Now that you all understand the instmctions and have tried them out on

a san'p1e group of nunbers, we will begin the e4peri¡nental task. I woul¿

like you to do the sanre th-ing, i.e., estimate the mean-average of a

grotp of ntrnùers, but this time I have a group of 100 nunbers that range

from five to 15, so you will be estimating the ilÞan-average of this group

100 times. Please feel free to use decimals (for exanple 7.ó) as well
as whole m¡nbers, because the mean-average is not necessarily a whole

mmber.

*¡t?t:t*¡t?t******

These are the instructions for the word. task. Again, please

listen carefully and ask about anything that is not conrpletely clear to
you. The learning material consists of ten ¡rairs of nows like this one:

(demonstration). Your task is to learn the ten pairs of nouns, such that
when I show you only the fir.st noun in tJre pair, (demonstration) , rou
can write down the nou¡r that should go with it.

The procedure is a siirple one: First r.re will go through a studF

trial in which I'w.Lll show you the ten pairs, one pair at a tine, for a

short period ,>f time - sonething like this: (demonstration). Study the

pairs silently as they are presented. Study each pair rather than trying
to ccrncentrate on a few. That is the study trial. After the study trial,
we will have a writing trial in which I will present only the first noun

of each pair - again for a short period of time - and. you will try to
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write down the noun that goes with the word you can see. Try to remem_

ber and write down the correct nou'r before I present another. Each time

r present the next noun-card, r will say "next" so that if you are

writing, you will know to look up. When we have finished the w-riting
trial, we will do a second study trial, then a second writing trial, etc.
We will keep alternatilg study and writjng trials.

A few things to keep in mind are:

First of all, on writing trials you have only a very short time

to think of and r¿-rite down the correct noun - so start writing as soon

as I shor^¡ you the card.

secondly, on writing trials, if you ttdnk you lcrow the noun but
are not certair, it is okay to guess. Emors will not count against you.

Thirdly, if you find you cannot get many pairs during the first
few v¡-riti¡rg trials, do not be discouraged.. Irbst students find that
learning to associate the correct word with the given word is more

difficult than it appears to be. If for any reason you find that you

are u'rab1e to fol1ow the instructions after we have begun, 1et ne know

ttris at, the end of the session. once we begi-n, we cannot stop for any

reason.

Okay, to revierv brieflyl on study trials, I will present the
ten noun pairs one at a time. study them si1ent1y. on writing trials,
I will present only the first noun of each nor.n pair and you will try
to write the nor-rn that goes with it. The study and response trials will
alternate. (After completion of first list)

Okay, we are now going to go through a second list of paired
nouns in the sare way we went through this last list. Again, I will
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present the ten new noun pairs one at a ti¡e for you to silently study.

Then r will present the first noun and you will try to write down the

noun that goes with it in this new 1ist.
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Adjusted Deviations



9.0 = true base mean = mean of m¡nbers 41 through S0.

A = actual accL¡mlative mean. e.g., 451 = actual accr-¡nulative nean

for the 51st nt¡nber.

X base = the average of a sr.rbjectrs 41st through 50th estimates.

E = estimate. e.g., E100 = a sr:bjectrs 100th estimate.

A.D = adjusted der¡iations.

Adjusted Deviatíons

Each subject's data was transformed. into
to the following form:1a:

AD= (E51 -Xbase)-(AS1 -9.0) (E100-Xbase)

B7

50 adjusted deviations according

(A100 - s.0)
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Sunrnary Table of Results of Scheffets Test

Comparing Levels of the Infor¡nation Factor

Study I

I1

I2

I3

I4

I5

P

a)I
NS

Table 13

I1 T2

NS

.05.

= Information
= Not Significant

I3

+

NS

89

Su,nnary Table of Results of Scheffe's Test

Conparing Levels of the Trial Factor

Study II

T4

NS

NS

T1

T2

T3

T4

Table 14

I5

NS

NS

NS

T1

P < .05.

a) T = Trial
NS = Not Significant

T2

+

T3

s

NS

T4

NS

NS
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Additional Analyses of Study I
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A)

Analyses

Table 15

Additional Analyses

Adjusted deviation values (51-100)

collapsed into five means, were

entered into an ANOI/A. irbditation

(neds. vs. non-meds. ) and tirne

(pre vs. post) were the between

groræ factors.

Estirnates 51-100, collapsed into

five means, were treated to an

ANOVA with neditation history and

tirne (pre vs. post) as the between

grorp factors.

Estinates 1-50, coLlapsed into

five means, were placed in ANCI/A.

History and time were between

grorp factors.

Absolute deviation values

(1-50), collapsed into five means,

were placed in AN0VA. History and

time were the between grotæ

factors.

B)

of Study I

Purpose

A) To test graphed interaction

between time and reditation

history.

c)

91

D)

B) To test whether the various

groræs differed in regard

to their actual estimates.

C) Same as B)

D) To test whether meditators

perceived the true charac-

teristics of tjre nunber

population more quickly

than non-meditators.
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Appendix F

Inter- Task Correlations



Table 16

Correlations of Negative Transfer on Trials 1 and Z

with Adjusted Deviations of Information Levels 1

Through 5 for fnterest-Controls

11 T2 T3 T4 i5

Trial 1: (r) .030 .ZZS .3S0 .45S .640
(N) 18 18 18 18 18
(Ð .907 .373 .1s4 . 0s8 .004*

Trial 2: (r) .0S4 - .0ZB -.031 - .067 .027
(N) 18 18 18 18 18
(p) .831 . e11 .s\z .Tss .sr4

g

P < .005.

Table 17

Correlations of Negative Transfer on Trials I anð. Z

with Adjusted Deviations of Infor¡¡ration Levels 1

Through 5 for New }bditators

93

11 12 I3 T4 T4

Trial 1: (r) - .STS - .434 -. S18 - .475 _ .sg4
(N) 19 19 19 19 Ie
(p) .rr4 .064 .ozs*. . o4o* . ogs

Trial 2z (r) - .ZS4 -. S08 - .526 _ .S0Z _. JSs
(N) 19 19 19 19 1e
(p) .fi6 .026* .ozrk .ozgx .rs6

+

P < .05.



Correlations of Negative Transfer on Trials 1 and

with Adjusted Deviations of Information Levels

1 Through 5 for Seasoned lrbditators

Trial 1:

Table 18

(r)

(N)

(P)

TriaT 2:

I1

-.262

L7

.309

(r)

(N)

(P)

I2

- .185

L7

.478

94

.12L

L7

.642

P

I3

-.370

T7

.145

.05.

.354

L7

.764

T4

-.516

17

.034x

-.097

77

.772

I5

-.449

T7

.077

-.23I

77

.373

-.189

17

.469


